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g-Aminobutyric Acid Induced Conformational Change in GABAAR
Measured by Pulsed Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
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The g-aminobutyric acid type A receptors (GABAARs) belong to the Cys-loop
ligand-gated ion channel superfamily. Sharing significant homology between
prokaryotic pentameric ligand-gated ion channels (pGLIC) whose structure
has been determined, GABAARs consists of five homologous subunits arranged
pseudo-symmetrically around a central ion pore. Each subunit consists of an
extracellular domain, an intracellular domain and a transmembrane domain
consisting of a loose bundle of four a helices (M1�M4), with amino acids
on one face of each of the fiveM2 helices forming the lumen of the ion channel.
As the brain’s major inhibitory neurotransmitter receptor, the chloride-selective
receptors are the targets for benzodiazepines, general anesthetics, anxiolytics
and anticonvulsants. In a free-cysteine free background, we substituted a Cys
near the top of M3 facing the lipid-protein interface. We expressed the
a1b3(M286C) GABAAR in HEK293 cells, and measured the distance between
spin labels by pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance using double electron
electron resonance (DEER). The a1b3 (M286C) GABAARs were spin labeled
when bound to the anti-flag affinity column. Purified receptors were reconsti-
tuted into lipid bilayers. The preliminary DEER data yield three distances
with broad distributions at 23, 33 and 45 Å. The short distance is assigned to
nearest neighbor subunits and the long distance to next nearest neighbor sub-
units. The intermediate distance at 33 Å could reflect the presence of energet-
ically degenerate rotameric states at the labeled site. These distances establish
the presence of three b-subunits in the oligomer. Upon addition of GABA, the
mean long distance increases and the distance distribution narrows, suggesting
that there is a decrease in the number of states upon the addition of agonist.
These distances are broadly consistent with homology models based on the
structure of pGLIC, Supported by GM58448 and GM35215.
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In vertebrate central nervous system, GABA acts as inhibitory neurotransmitter
by binding to two general classes of receptors: chloride ligand-gated ion chan-
nels complex GABAARs and metabotropic GABABRs that are linked via
trimeric G-proteins to potassium channels. However, in invertebrates GABA
can activate inward cationic currents through an homo-oligomeric receptor
as has been described in the nematode C. elegans, where the central ionic con-
duction pore corresponds to an amino acidic sequence that permits the cationic
flux. Another kind of cation-selective heteromultimeric receptor formed by the
combination of two ligand-gated channel subunits (LCCH3 and GRD) was
described in the fruit fly D. melanogaster. Similarly, in the x-organ neurons
of the crayfish Procambarus clarkii we have identified two GABA-gated cur-
rents: an early transient inward current depending on the extracellular sodium
concentration, and other one generated by chloride ions. Both currents are acti-
vated by muscimol and blocked by picrotoxin, while cis-aminocrotonic acid
only activates the chloride current. A cDNA encoding an ionotropic GABAR
subunit was isolated from these neurons and transiently transfected into HEK
239T cells. Pharmacologically this subunit forms an anionic ligand-gated
GABAR activated by muscimol and cis-aminocrotonic acid, and blocked by
picrotoxin but not by bicuculline. Currently we are conducting experiments
in our laboratory aimed to identify the cDNA that encodes for the subunit
that forms the cationic receptor.
Supported by CONACYT scholarship 315151 to ENJ-V and grant 131778 to
JMA.
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Ligand-gated ion channels (LGICs) are located in the central nervous system
and are targeted by alcohol and anesthetics. Mutations in human LGICs are
associated with epilepsy, schizophrenia and Startle Disease. Understanding
the underlying mechanisms in activation and modulation of LGICs is a crucial
step in order to increase drug efficacy. The Glutamate-gated chloride channel,
GluCl, is a eukaryotic pentameric channel more closely related to many human
LGICs. Each subunit has a transmembrane domain consisting of alpha helices
and an extracellular domain formed mainly by beta sheets. Similar to human
LGICs, GluCl is functional both in heteromeric (alpha/beta) and homomeric
(alpha or beta) forms. The activation/modulation patterns of two subunits differ
from each other, but are not yet understood. The alpha subunit is potentiated by
ivermectin binding in the transmembrane domain but not activated by gluta-
mate alone while the beta subunit carries the opposite characteristics. This
distinct behavior of the subunits makes GluCl a good candidate to study the
contribution of different residues to activation, and it carries the advantage
of having a crystal structure of the alpha homopentamer. Here, we report on
several microseconds of simulation for both types of subunits that show how
agonist binding induces a conformational earthquake in the protein, how it in-
teracts with the allosteric binding site, and affects channel opening. Based on
simulation data and sequence alignments, we identified key residues for muta-
tional studies and constructed mutants that have been characterized by oocyte
electrophysiology.
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The glycine receptor is a member of the pentameric ligand-gated ion channel
superfamily. In vertebrates, it mediates fast inhibitory transmission, particu-
larly in the brainstem and spinal cord. Several alpha subunits have been cloned
in man, e.g. a1, a2 and a3, and are likely to form homomeric and heteromeric
channels. Each subunit consists of a transmembrane domain, forming the chan-
nel pore, a large extracellular domain that contains the binding site and an intra-
cellular domain (Lynch, Neuropharmacology, 56, 303, 2009).
Our aim is to gain insight into the structure-function relation of the glycine re-
ceptor by characterising their activation mechanism and measuring agonist
binding and the conformational changes that the channel undergoes as it acti-
vates. For this we use the patch-clamp technique in cell-attached configuration
for low noise single-channel recordings. This is followed by an intensive anal-
ysis that includes time course fitting idealization and testing of postulated acti-
vation mechanisms by direct fitting to the recorded data. A further approach is
the use of agonist concentration jumps applied to outside-out configuration
patches to assess non equilibrium activation of the channel.
Our functional analysis is complemented by computational homology model-
ling and molecular dynamics that allow us deeper interpretation of our exper-
imental results in regard to the conformational changes of the protein during the
initial stages of activation.
Here we report a characterization of a range of partial agonists of the glycine
receptor carried out to select the best agonist compounds with which to probe
the receptor binding site. Promising results were obtained with the partial
agonist D-alanine.
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The glycine receptor (GlyR) is a member of the Cys-loop receptor family of
ligand-gated ion channels that is anion selective. The GlyRs play important
roles in mediating inhibitory neurotransmission in the spinal cord and brain
stem and excitatory neurotransmission in embryonic neurons. Because of their
important physiological roles, GlyRs are considered important targets for drug
design. The determinants for efficacy of activation of different agonists are, at
present, not well understood. In this study, computational modelling techniques
including homology modelling, docking, molecular dynamics simulations, and
potential of mean force calculations were used to investigate the determinants
that confer the efficacy of these compounds at the molecular level in combina-
tion with electrophysiology experiments.
Homology models of the GlyR1 were built based on the GluCl channel from
C. elegans, and the binding modes of different agonists were investigated using
docking and MD simulations. The accuracy of our models was validated by
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